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Introduction

• What is youth? Political science and youth studies 

perspectives

• Who are the youth? – young adults aged 18-30

• What is politics? How is it done? From the Greek word 

politikos, meaning "of, for, or relating to citizens in the process of 
governance“. As a term is generally applied to the art or science of running 
government and governance in public affairs. 



Youth and Politics Yesterday

• From the early 20th century to the late 1980s: 
High interest in politics (Lüküslü 2005, Kovacheva 2005, Flack 2009, 

The Nation editorial 2012) 

• Examples from Nigeria, Turkey and Eastern Europe



Youth and Politics Today

• From the 1990s to the present:
• Drop in voting during elections (EC 2003, Karlsson 2007, Johansson 2007)

• Low party membership (Muxel 2001; Hooghe & Stolle 2005)

• Low interest  generally (ESS 2006, Suomen Akatemia 2010) 

• Researchers’ interpretation:  youth political disillusionment ,  disenfanchisement, 
leading to political disengagement, and de-politisation , - a decline in political 
capital in governance

• Alleged reasons: age, education & work, idealism, boredom, political 

parties, our era (Kuhar 2005, Bratton 2007, Sachs 2008, Lagos & Rose 2007, 

Casciani 2002, Belfast  Research Center, Pleyers 2005, Hooghe & Stolle 2005, 
Ndukwe 2011) 



Alter participation, or new ways of 
participating

• protests, demonstrations, strikes, boycotts, counter summits & seminars, 
merged with youthful music, arts, sports, picnics and pleasure, and 
coordinated mainly through text-messaging, net-posting , net-chatting and 

net-surfing. The Arab Spring was a good example. characterized by astute 
coordination, flexibility, informality, pleasure and excitement 

• Political “juventization” (Kovacheva 2005), “politics of the new generation” 
(Mencin Cˇeplak 2002), or alter-globalization activism (Pleyers 2005) where 
young minds deliberate on change and innovation to create a (new) path for 
the future outside of traditional structures as a counter power logic.  

• Creating frictions and contradictions between the “old” and “new”.  A ‘protest  
generation’ mired in ‘protest politics’.  

• youth bulge theory, post-materialism and theory of the globalizing youth. 



Future Political Implications

• Notwithstanding, can alter-participation help the youth achieve a tangible 
solution to their political and economic aspirations? Has their ‘protest 
politics’ had any tangible impact on governments and institutions against 
whom they are directed? E.gs from Galicia, Egypt, and the UK 

• Implications of political disengagement or depolitization: political 
leadership vacuum, power thuggery, political anarchy, coup d’etats, and 
insurgencies. Problem of rejuvenating governance, politics and 
development; jeopardy of national developments, transnational relations 
and international security. complex and devastating wars

• Lack of political tutelage 



Conclusion: What can be done?

• Vertical rather than horizontal approach; mainstream politics, not the 
periphery; in decison-making, not decision-protesting. Political tutelage. 

• As the ’nucleus of the society’ (Dewey 1916), formation of own political 
Parties is paramount. Learning by doing.  

• Legalized quota of about 25% for young people in electoral positions and 
political appointments at all levels of government . Also in vacancies. 

• A decree or legislation to make election campaigns less expensive for all. 
Otherwise, government should map out Campaign Fund (as part of its 
Election Fund) to support the electioneering of youth electoral 
contestants. 


